10 REASONS TO CHOOSE
EULER HERMES
When it comes to protecting your business against risk,
you need an expert you can trust – someone who
understands what you require to trade effectively.
With vast experience of supporting businesses just like
yours worldwide, we are the perfect partner. Here are
10 great reasons why we’ll make your working life easier.
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Global presence
With 6,000 employees in more than 50 countries, we have a presence
in every industry and work with more than 55,000 ambitious, growing
companies. So wherever you do business, we can support you.

A century of experience
For more than 100 years, we’ve invested in
people and financial, operational and market
data to feed the powerful predictive analytics
we use that improve your business decisions.
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Putting your needs first
We adapt our policies depending on your size, sector and export
markets. We understand that no two clients are alike, so we provide
a broad range of services encompassing credit insurance, debt
collection, bonding and guarantees.

Wide industry knowledge
Our goal is to go beyond knowing what’s happened,
to providing a best assessment of what will happen.
With predictive protection, you can better anticipate
and adapt to market conditions to trade with
confidence and get ahead of the competition.
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Our aim is to provide the best customer service in the market. To
maintain our high standards, we use a range of internal measures
such as response times, net-promoter score and satisfaction
surveys. Nothing is left to chance.

As part of the Allianz Group, we can draw on the
resources of one of the world’s leading insurance
providers, which has 86 million customers worldwide.
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Early warning system
We monitor all of our customers’ accounts to give early warnings of
potential threats. This helps our customers to avoid potential losses,
saving them time, money and heartache.

No distractions
If one of your clients defaults on a payment, we will handle collections
directly, and in the event we cannot collect, will indemnify you.
This will enable you to stay focused on growing your business
without the frustrating distraction of chasing debts.
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Excellent customer service

Data from a global network
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Up-to-the-minute information
Our risk data – from macro-economic research to industry trends
affecting your sector – is updated constantly and cross-referenced
to build an extensive, accurate database that gives us a great insight
into the risks you may face.

Quality assured
We are highly rated by credit agencies and we
have earned an AA rating from Standard & Poor’s,
which should give you all the confidence you
need to trust us to look after your business.
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We would love to hear from you. To learn more about our solutions, get in touch.

